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Participatory learning involves exploring information and concepts within a 
community of learners who all engage in making and discussing through 
inquiry (Greeno, 2006; Papert, 1980). As subjects are explored, learners 
share knowledge from all aspects of their lives (Cole & Engeström, 1993; 
Duschl & Hamilton, 2010), causing the discussion of concepts to be more 
meaningful, tangible, and relevant.  Through social and cultural participation, 
we learn from each other whether through guided instruction in institutions 
that we belong to, informal learning that happens through mentoring, or 
through tacit knowledge gained as we appropriate learning and personalize it 
for deeper understanding (Rogoff, 1995).   The effect of an apprentice’s prior 
experiences can be seen in the way she negotiates communication with her 
mentor in a given context and then appropriates that knowledge in new situa-
tions.

A participatory learning environment gives learners – in a classroom or else-
where – an opportunity to become part of a community where they can 
explore abstract concepts in a non-threatening social context, and then apply 
them in situations that hold personal relevance. Learners in a participa-
tory learning system include all members of the learning space – students, 
teachers, administrators, and parents. Learning becomes a “negotiation 
and collaboration” between these participants (John-Steiner & Mahn, 1996, 
p. 197), so that different perspectives are valued and respected. Such an 
environment is stimulating, forcing each learner to think hard about her state-
ments and the way arguments are formed (Roth & Lee, 2004; Hodson, 1999). 
In a participatory learning context, thinking is made visible through networked 
technologies; no longer is learning an individual task for the individual mind, 
but an exploration within a learning community, which provides a rich, robust 
learning experience for all participants. 

It is important to clarify, nevertheless, that these technologies and media are 
mere tools that facilitate participatory learning and participatory instruction. 
This type of pedagogy extends beyond tools and resources, and quintessen-
tially encompasses a respectful, open, non-hierarchic impulse that - beyond 
technology - is the true engine of this transformation. 

In the same time, we recognize that the rise of digital participation, intercon-
nection, and grassroots creativity has fundamental implications for the realm 
of both formal and informal education. Participatory learning, as a pedagogi-
cal model, underscores the urgency of facilitating educational experiences 
that help build the skills and knowledge necessary to contribute in today’s 
evolving socio-cultural environments, digital and non-digital alike. Unequal 
access to these skills and experiences can prevent young people from mean-
ingful social and cultural participation, and put them at a disadvantage in 
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terms of their personal and professional pathways (Jenkins et al., 2006). The 
participation gap, which Jenkins and colleagues (2006) identify as one of the 
three core challenges to participatory culture, goes beyond questions of tech-
nological access; it fundamentally concerns the cultural competencies and 
social skills needed for full and meaningful engagement in these new cultural 
spaces.

This participation gap, nevertheless, cannot be fully and adequately 
addressed if teachers are not afforded these same opportunities to grow and 
learn. It is therefore crucial to acknowledge that the participation gap affects 
both students and educators, and that professional development for teach-
ers is as essential and as necessary as the participatory learning initiatives 
directed at students.

Recent voices from the field of education have aptly called attention to 
this need, recommending the establishment of initiatives such as a “Digital 
Teacher Corps” that would facilitate a more relevant and innovative imple-
mentation of professional development in schools (Levine & Gee, 2011; 
Levine & Wojcicki, 2010). This Digital Teacher Corps would be modeled after 
Teach for America to address the need for improved digital literacy. Accord-
ing to this vision, young teachers who are already fluent in technology would 
receive additional training in participatory pedagogies and then be dispatched 
as “literacy evangelists” (Levine & Gee, 2011) to low-performing schools in 
rural and urban communities.

Thus, these teachers “would support evidence-based scaling of effective 
literacy instruction using the most modern and personalized digital literacy 
tools available” (p. 2). While the teachers in the Digital Teacher Corps are 
primarily responsible for addressing students’ needs through their instruction, 
another anticipated outcome is that they could affect the culture of the school 
and encourage other teachers to use digital tools for literacy instruction. 
Furthermore, in addition to teachers, the Corps would also engage commu-
nity literacy mentors, such as librarians and cultural professionals, in an effort 
to build a multigenerational campaign to address the national literacy crisis 
(Levine & Gee, 2011).
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As digital media plays an increasingly significant role in our youth’s lives, 
it is crucial that these young people have the necessary adult support that 
enables them to live healthy, meaningful experiences, both online and offline 
(Davis, Katz, Santo, & James, 2010). Teachers play a monumental role in 
facilitating opportunities for students to become critical thinkers, proactive 
citizens, and creative contributors to the world around them. They deserve to 
have access to the most relevant, meaningful and empowering professional 
development opportunities, and it is our hope that the current collection of 
case studies will help seed this critical conversation.
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We agree with widespread concerns that schools must change to reflect 
the increasingly networked world (U.S. Department of Education, 2010). But 
we believe that many current efforts to define and assess “21st Century Skills” 
are misguided (e.g., Partnership for 21st Century Skills, 2007) because they 
reframe interactive digital networking practices as decontextualized skills, 
while ignoring the importance of multi-modal writing in authentic networked 
contexts (see Brandt, 2005). We also believe that societies will continue to 
standardize conventional academic knowledge and hold teachers and schools 
accountable for it. By “conventional” we are referring to knowledge of reading, 
writing, math, and the various domains that Gee (2004) characterizes as 
“academic varieties of language and thinking.”

This paper describes the collaborative design of curricular modules that 
embrace newer “participatory” theories of learning and assessment. These 
modules reframe the relatively static knowledge outlined in the U.S. Common 
Core State Standards as more dynamic interactive practices. By including 
networked open educational resources in these modules, classrooms learn 
to learn in the digital knowledge networks of the future; by including care-
fully constructed classroom assessments, teachers learn how to indirectly 
(but consistently) ensure that each student takes away enduring understand-
ing (Wiggins & McTighe, 2005) of targeted “conceptual tools.” By bracketing 
modules with conventional achievement tests, researchers can document 
achievement impact and document improvement over time. Importantly, this 
approach obtains and documents achievement impact without ever reducing 
the content knowledge in the standards or the interactive knowledge practices 
to isolated associations that might appear on an achievement test.
 

DIGITAL NETWORKS, PARTICIPATORY LEARNING, AND SCHOOLS

The shift to participatory teaching and learning will be a daunting transfor-
mation for many schools and teachers. Conventional views of learning and 
teaching have left teachers and students most comfortable with structured 
activities that present well-defined content that successful students can confi-
dently reproduce on classroom assessments. And teachers are increasingly 
pressured to directly increase scores on standardized achievement tests, 
which often leads to dreary test prep and “interim” assessments. The crush of 
heavy teaching loads limit the informal sharing and mentoring that most other 
professionals take for granted, and which facilitated prior transformations in 
most other information-based industries.
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This transformation must reflect the cultural practices that new networked 
technologies foster (Jenkins et al., 2006). It will require teachers to think 
about what it means to know and (therefore) learn in new ways. We agree 
with Brown and Adler (2008) that so-called “situative” theories of learning 
(e.g., Greeno et al., 1998) are essential for understanding how knowledge is 
created, shared, and learned in new knowledge networks and participatory 
cultures. From these perspectives, the contexts in which academic knowledge 
is used are a fundamental part of that knowledge. Rather than just examples 
and illustrations to help students understand concepts and practice skills, the 
contexts-of-use give those concepts and skills their meaning.

More than most other information-based professionals, teachers’ work 
is fundamentally defined by their assumptions about knowing and learn-
ing. Adjusting one’s thinking and practice to reflect these newer theories of 
learning may be uncomfortable for many teachers. While we think that new 
assessment is essential for transforming schooling, new assessment prac-
tices must be embedded in curricular resources that are immediately useful if 
teachers are to experience them in a meaningful way.

So far in our work we have focused on developing curricular resources and 
assessments in close collaboration with a few select teachers. Generally 
speaking, we believe that such resources should

• Foster participatory learning of new digital media practices while supporting 
whatever conventional literacies, numeracies, and academic knowledge that 
teachers are accountable for;

• Be usable with modest levels of professional development and prevailing 
levels of student network access;

• Be less laborious than existing resources.
  

PRIOR COLLABORATION AND PARTICIPATORY ASSESSMENT DESIGN 
PRINCIPLES

This research was initiated in 2008 as collaboration between a University-
based team of assessment specialists, Project New Media Literacies, and 
one gifted English Language Arts (ELA) teacher. As elaborated in Hickey, 
McWilliams, and Honeyford (2011), this collaboration used emerging sociocul-
tural approaches to informal and formal classroom assessments for Project 
NML’s Teacher’s Strategy Guide. These assessments structured increasingly 
formal activities, where the initial activities are more informal and participatory, 
while the later activities are more formal and conventional. The assessments 
help students and teachers see how academic knowledge takes on different 
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meaning in different contexts. The assessments provide a dynamic balance of 
summative and formative feedback. This feedback was used to shape (1) the 
classroom’s social learning of the shared literary practices, (2) each student’s 
individual learning of the underlying concepts and skills, (3) the teacher’s 
learning to enact and refine the module, and then (4) the researcher’s learn-
ing about the module’s impact on achievement. This collaboration yielded a 
more fully articulated approach to assessment that is introduced in this paper.

The approach that emerged from these earlier efforts is called participa-
tory assessment. This approach assumes that assessment is the key for 
transforming teaching because assessment forces tacit assumptions about 
knowing and learning to the surface. This approach is inspired by new situ-
ative views of assessment that assume a much broader view of learning 
than conventional behavioral and cognitive theories (Gee, 2003; Greeno & 
Gresalfi, 2008). As such, they lead to a much broader view of what counts 
as “assessment” (Hickey & Anderson, 2007). This broader view blurs the 
distinction between “instruction” & “assessment” and argues that all learning 
involves assessment. This broader view also blurs the widely-held distinction 
between “summative assessment” (i.e., assessment of learning) and “forma-
tive assessment” (assessment for learning). Crucially for our wider goals, 
participatory approaches to assessment highlight the broader “transformative” 
functions of assessment. This view of “assessment as learning” assumes that 
assessment practices can and do create entirely new learning ecosystems. 
This new assessment-driven ecosystem for participatory learning presents 
the teacher professional development goals and challenges that are the focus 
of this paper.

At the start of the more recent collaboration to be described in this paper, 
the participatory assessment approach was organized around four general 
assessment design principles.

Let contexts give meaning to concepts and skills. This means fostering 
increasingly sophisticated, communal discourse around valued concepts and 
skills by considering how this knowledge gets its meaning from the contexts 
in which it is used.  

Assess reflections rather than artifacts. This means protecting participa-
tion by not directly evaluating the artifacts that students create in assignments 
or projects.

Downplay classroom assessments. This means protecting engagement 
by using formal (i.e., on demand) assessments primarily for assessing and 
improving the curriculum (rather than students’ knowledge).

Isolate achievement tests. This means protecting curricula by using external 
tests primarily to assess the impact of the curriculum-assessment ecosystem 
on conventional academic knowledge.
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Reflecting contemporary design based research (DBR) methods (e.g., Kali, 
2006), these general principles are transformed into more specific principles 
by designing specific features in particular instructional contexts. As such, our 
approach to professional development so far has been intensive collaboration 
with a handful of select teachers to carry out this transformation.

Our approach to participatory professional development has been shaped 
by what Penuel, Fishman, Cheng, & Sabelli (2011) labeled design-based 
implementation research (DBIR). DBIR highlights the crucial role of teacher-
collaborators and classroom implementations. Through iterative refinement of 
the modules, we are producing a coherent set of resources whose features 
embody specific design principles across a range of topics and activities. By 
involving teachers in the process, we also create resources that real teachers 
can use in real classrooms. We are collecting evidence of achievement gains 
using rigorous designs and methods primarily to show that participatory learn-
ing can impact achievement. We are also using achievement measures to 
track increased impact as we go forward.

Our approach to professional development also draws from studies of 
the way new ideas “spread” in some digital networks and “die” in others 
(Jenkins, Ford, & Green, 2012). We think of the curricula we develop and 
the principles they embody as “spreadable educational practices” (Hickey, 
2010) which can and should be adapted and refined for particular contexts. 2010) which can and should be adapted and refined for particular contexts. 

This notion of spread is directly reflected in our collaborations with teach-
ers. For example, researchers and teachers work together to write reflections 
embedded in the modules, which are carefully worded and sequenced to 
help teachers see learning in terms of “trajectories” of participation (Lave & 
Wenger, 1991). These reflections anchor discussions of abstract concepts 
and isolated skills to more concrete contexts. This gives struggling students 
sufficient experience with the curricular context to participate meaningfully 
in more advanced and more abstract conversations. This also discourages 
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students from attempting to memorize concepts that they are unprepared to 
understand, or mindlessly practicing isolated skills in order to reproduce them 
on a classroom assessment.

EXPANDED GOALS FOR TEACHER PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

A 2009 federal grant for dozens of netbook computers provided an oppor-
tunity to expand the earlier collaboration to roughly a dozen high school 
language arts teachers in two area school systems. We expanded beyond 
implementing and refining Project NML’s modules to creating new modules 
using participatory assessment. Some of these collaborations were more 
successful than others. In particular, some of the teachers wanted to incorpo-
rate our new curricular resources and features into very traditional instruction. 
These teachers were more inclined to treat participation as another set of 
concepts and skills for them to teach alongside the existing content. As such, 
they generally resisted our efforts to transform their existing curriculum or 
implement new modules in ways in ways that would “invite participation.” 
Generally speaking, it was clear that the underlying goals of our approach 
were still too tacit and needed to be made more explicit if more teachers were 
to take up our approach more readily.

Our observations pointed to specific goals that needed to be more explic-
itly represented in our professional development efforts. For example, our 
first participatory assessment design principle (let contexts give meaning to 
concepts and skills) encourages classrooms to look beyond concepts and 
skills to their contexts-of-use. This is intended to generate shared contextual 
knowledge that is relevant to learning more abstract concepts. Our strategy 
is to support knowledgeable participation in discourse around the appro-
priate uses of concepts and skills in particular contexts. The goal here is 
helping teachers appreciate that this shared contextual knowledge develops 
more easily (and naturally) because it is informal and concrete, whereas the 
concepts and skills are formal and abstract. But we found that some teach-
ers had a tendency to explain appropriate and inappropriate uses well before 
many students had enough experience to comprehend what the teachers 
meant. This suggested that one of our professional development goals was 
providing more useful examples of this “context x concept” discourse and 
convincing them to give students experiences using concepts in contexts, 
rather than teaching students about those concepts.

Another set of professional development goals concerned three very specific 
types of participatory reflections that had emerged in the prior studies: 
consequential engagement (“what were the consequences of this concept 
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in this context?”), critical engagement (“was this a good context for learning 
this concept?”) and collaborative engagement (“how were your classmates’ 
contexts helpful for learning this concept?). In the prior studies, these had 
proven quite useful for fostering participation in shared discourse that would 
indirectly foster conceptual understanding and overall achievement. The 
elaboration of the first  participatory assessment design principle (foster 
increasingly sophisticated communal discourse) emphasizes that students 
need to first encounter very informal (i.e., conversational) versions of these 
reflections when activities are being introduced. This prepares students for 
semi-formal (written but ungraded) versions of those same questions once 
the activity is under way. We observed that some teachers would phrase the 
informal reflections as “known answer” questions. Not surprisingly, rather 
than engaging in interactive discourse, these students tended to respond 
with the “answers” to the reflections, which they would then simply restate 
for the semi-formal reflections. We also observed that other teachers would 
allow more experienced students to quickly take the informal reflections into 
very abstract characterizations of the concepts that were meaningless and 
overwhelming to the less experienced students. This inspired a much clearer 
articulation of the discursive goals of the reflections for subsequent teachers.

The formal (written and graded) reflections that students would complete once 
the activity was completed are embodied in our second participatory assess-
ment design principle (assess reflections rather than artifacts). The related 
professional development challenge that emerged was convincing teach-
ers that students must have or develop enduring understanding (Wiggins 
& McTighe, 2005) of targeted concepts and skills in order to write coherent 
consequential, critical, and collaborative reflections about their artifacts. While 
this principle did not come “naturally” to any of the collaborating teachers, 
some of them quickly saw the advantages of not directly grading artifacts or 
performances. But some of the other teachers resisted, suggesting much 
more work was needed in this regard.

Our most important professional development goal was helping teachers 
appreciate how the curricular features across levels of learning work together 
to serve the broader transformative goals. Less-formal participation at one 
level is “protected” by the more formal participation at the next level. More 
specifically, the third and fourth participatory assessment principles highlight 
the way that formal classroom assessments can more directly assess endur-
ing understanding of concepts than student-created artifacts or performances. 
The specific challenge here is convincing teachers that the discourse fostered 
by artifact reflections can and likely will leave behind the understanding and 
fluency that classroom assessments can more readily capture. Likewise, we 
need to convince teachers that it is our job as designers and researchers to 
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make sure that the modules impact external achievement, and that we can’t 
do that if they directly prepare students for tests by focusing excessively on 
isolated associations.

CASE STUDIES OF CURRICULAR DEVELOPMENT AND SPREAD

This section describes how this approach informed the creation of two new 
secondary ELA modules. The first was developed via a collaboration between 
the first and second authors, while the second author was still working as 
a classroom teacher. The second module was developed via a collabora-
tion between the second author and another high school ELA teacher who 
had been participating in the ongoing collaboration. In the interest of space, 
our descriptions here will be necessarily brief. More information about both 
modules and the actual resources are available at Digital Is, a website 
sponsored by the National Writing Project, and at Common Core PLAnet 
(Participatory Learning and Assessment Network).

Romeo and Juliet

The first module was developed and implemented in Spring 2011. The second 
author, with an ME.D from a progressive training program, had already been 
implementing elements of participatory learning in her high school English 
classroom in Southern California. She had been accepted into the doctoral 
program to join the research team headed by the first author. In advance of 
that opportunity, she elected to implement participatory assessment in her 
own classroom. Based on the several other examples that had previously 
been developed, she built a module using custom resources and existing 
open educational resources from the Internet that were aligned to a primary 
and a secondary Common Core English standard (concerning character anal-
ysis and writing). The module consisted of four activities, including discussion 
& role play, a mock trial, a digital poster, and a formal essay.& role play, a mock trial, a digital poster, and a formal essay.
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For each activity in the module, increasingly formal reflections were collabora-
tively drafted by the two of us. Informal reflections were included before and 
during each activity (e.g., How will/does using Romeo and Juliet impact the 
way we learn to analyze characters?). Semi-formal reflections were included 
after each activity (e.g., How was analyzing characters different in the role 
play than the mock trial?). Formal artifact reflections asked students to reflect 
on the things they produced in the activities (e.g., How did the characters 
you analyzed in your essay impact what you learned about character analy-
sis?). For the entire module a curriculum-oriented assessment was created 
to assess the impact on students’ understanding of character analysis as it 
was represented in the Common Core standard. Finally, a standards-oriented 
test was created using released items aligned to the targeted standards 
but independent of the curriculum to discreetly estimate impact on external 
achievement.

The module was implemented successfully in that (a) it was manageable 
for both the teacher and students, (b) the reflections revealed increasingly 
successful participation in increasingly formal discourse about the text and 
the practices of character analysis, (c) the formal essay completed at the end 
of the unit demonstrated adequate understanding of the concepts and fluency 
with skills in the standard, (d) students excelled on the formal assessment, 
and (e) scores increased significantly on the achievement test. Based on 
that experience, the module has been refined and we are planning to have it 
implemented again by a new teacher and study and evaluate it more formally, 
along with some new professional development resources.

Learning the Art of Persuasion

The second module was developed in collaboration with Angie Cannon, a 
high school ELA teacher. Working in close collaboration, Angie assembled 
custom resources and networked open resources that were aligned to a 
primary and secondary Common Core English standard. The module was 
similar in structure to the first module, but targeted a different Common Core 
standard, and used formal debates rather than a mock trial as the student 
performance. Activities in the module included structured class discussions 
about the standard, comparison and contrast of several recorded speeches 
on YouTube, a formal debate, and transforming a research paper into a 
persuasive speech.

As hinted above, some of the professional development associated with the 
module took place during its collaborative creation. While assembling the 
various parts, examples and anecdotes from the first module were used to 
begin addressing the four goals outlined above. This second implementation 
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was successful in that Angie was able to effectively execute it. It would have 
been premature to attempt to formally document our professional develop-
ment success with this module. But our conversations with Angie convinced 
us that we accomplished the four goals outlined above. We found her char-
acterization of her initial reluctance to not grade the student speeches was 
typical of many of the teachers we have worked with:

…the way I’ve always approached it in the past is that I’ve graded their 
speech. I’ve graded them on their presentation and how they handle them-
selves in front of people,…their use of persuasive techniques--you know, if 
you used this many persuasive techniques in your speech then, you get this 
certain score.

While she had recognized that it usually didn’t work very well, she had 
persisted nonetheless:

…they didn’t always do so well with that, obviously, because they’re fifteen or 
sixteen years old. [But] I was concerned that if they knew that I wasn’t going 
to be grading their speech that they wouldn’t try. They wouldn’t worry about 
making a decent speech.

Angie’s description of what happened when she only graded the reflections 
on their speeches nicely captured the overall goals of participatory assess-
ment:

I think it was kind of nice that they had the pressure off of them a little bit, and 
the kids still had to be able to recognize techniques by watching the other 
speeches. And I think that having the pressure taken off, that this is, that their 
grade is dependent on their ability to do this thing that is nearly impossible for 
most average fifteen year olds, sixteen year olds helped them do a little bit 
better.

Finally, her comments convinced us that she appreciated our suggestion 
that students need to understand the concept in the standards in order to 
complete the formal reflections:

When they answered the reflection questions … especially this one: “Match 
each speech device with the debate topic that was best suited for illustrat-
ing that device and explain why (claim, appeal to authority, rational appeal, 
emotional appeal)” I was able to see with that question right away, do they 
understand those, do they get those devices?

What made the overall case study a success for Angie is that all of the 
students’ performed adequately on curriculum-oriented formal assessment, 
and some did quite well. What made the “curriculum-assessment ecosystem” 
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a success for us as researchers was that the gains on the standards-oriented 
achievement test were statistically significant.

FUTURE PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT GOALS

At this time we are continuing to work with several collaborating teachers 
while pursuing the external support needed to expand our efforts. While our 
current collaborative approach is working for some teachers, it is quite labo-
rious, and has not worked very well for other teachers. We are currently 
developing more formal professional development resources needed to 
prepare new teachers who join our network and foster their collaboration with 
the teacher(s) with whom we originally developed the modules. Our approach 
to teacher learning also embraces participatory learning.

These insights and other ideas articulated in Jenkins and Kelly (in press) 
are being incorporated into a range of professional development resources. 
These include:

• Self-paced tutorials that illustrate the specific (but narrow) role of highly struc-
tured expository resources.

• Inquiry-based investigations that help teachers uncover their existing (and 
likely tacit) beliefs about learning so that those beliefs can be discussed and 
transformed.

• Small projects that let teachers experience the way that informal and semi-
formal reflections can prompt consequential, critical, and collaborative 
engagement.

• Sample formal assessments that let teachers experience how the knowl-
edge they gain about participatory learning is only weakly represented in that 
context, and is a very incomplete representation of what they might be able to 
do in their own classroom.

• Example achievement tests that will help teachers appreciate how such 
contexts call on narrow procedural and factual knowledge, and can’t provide 
valid evidence of social or technological practices.

By embedding these and other resources within a broader professional devel-
opment network, we can show teachers how the full value of any educational 
resource can only be realized when they are appropriately situated within a 
networked community of learners.

Our ultimate goal is creating digital professional development networks that 
are dedicated to participatory and transformative assessment in particular 
domains. It is crucial that we develop technology supports so that newcomers 
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can more readily observe and begin participating in this collaborative design 
process.
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